#MyOceanMatters PHOTO CONTEST
Additional Contest Rules
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We will assume that, in submitting a photo, you are the owner of the photo and have the right to publish it (including
permission/model release for anyone identifiably pictured).
Once a photograph is submitted, it is considered a final submission and may not be modified, edited, or
replaced. Individual contestants may submit no more than three photos.
By submitting a photo, you are giving us permission to use the photo for other purposes, such as on our website and
in other PIDF publication/event. We will, of course, provide credit to photographers whenever we use any of the
photos.
Photos that are submitted without information on the photographer and a brief caption will not be considered.
Please limit the total number of your photo submissions to 3 entries.
A submission must be an original photograph digital or analog, taken by the contestant.
Please keep it clean and on topic (the ocean) and or photos will not be considered.

Technical Format Requirements




Photo submissions must be in jpeg format, 5 megabytes or smaller, but photo size must be no smaller than 2048
pixels. Submissions should not have any visible watermarks, signatures, or personally identifiable information.
Retouching of Photos: The submitted photograph cannot be significantly retouched: nothing in the photograph
(people, animals, scenery, objects, etc.) may be altered, removed, augmented or rearranged. Cropping is permitted,
as is modest darkening or lightening of parts of the image.

Eligibility





Contestants must be at least 14 years old on the date of entry into the contest.
The individual submitting the entry will be considered the contestant and will be the only individual eligible to
compete for the prize. Organizations are not eligible to compete for the prize, either as an entity, or through
representation by an individual. In order to be eligible for the prize, the contestant must provide complete and
accurate information.
The following individuals are not eligible to participate in the contest: Employees, interns, directors, and officers of
PIDF, any agencies, companies or entities involved in the administration, advertising, judging, creation, development,
execution, and/or fulfillment of this contest, and the immediate family members (defined as spouse, recognized
partner, parent, child, sibling, and spouse or “step” of each) and those living in the same household of each such
individual.

Selection of Winners







All photos are subject to pre-screening by PIDF to ensure compliance with these Official Contest Rules. Any photos
out of compliance will not be posted. PIDF reserve the right in their sole and absolute discretion to verify in the final
analysis whether a potential finalist or potential winning photo submission has fully complied with these Official
Contest Rules before posting to the contest site, awarding prize, recognizing a winner, etc.
Judges: PIDF officials, Two locally renowned professional photographers
Winners: Each winner and/or finalist will be required to sign and return to PIDFa statement of eligibility and
liability/publicity release, and provide a short bio (where applicable), and a brief statement about the submission;
otherwise the winner and/or finalist will be ineligible for any prize. Winners and finalists may choose to use an alias
instead of their real name and may request other identifying information be kept private.
Winner(s) will be contacted via e-mail at the e-mail address they provide for registration. The inability of PIDF to
contact a potential winner may result in disqualification and/or selection of an alternate winner from among all
remaining eligible submissions.

Liability and Rights














PIDF do not endorse any submissions or messages expressed therein, and PIDF expressly disclaim any and all liability
in connection with the submitted photos including disputes between collaborators related to a submission.
The contest and its sponsors do not permit copyright infringing activities or infringement of any other intellectual
property rights, and PIDF reserve the right to remove and disqualify any submission they deem to be in violation of
another party’s copyright or other intellectual property rights.
Contestants retain sole ownership of their original work. Contestant specifically agrees to give the PIDF permission to
use all content submitted for purposes of judging the contest. Finalists and/or winners will be required to grant
Contest Sponsors, with proper attribution through whatever means they deem appropriate, a worldwide, nonexclusive, royalty-free, sub-licensable and transferable license to use, reproduce, distribute, prepare derivative works
of, and/or display the submission in any media formats and through any media channels in perpetuity in connection
with the activities and operations of the contest.
Contestant assumes sole responsibility for the contest submission and the material contained in it, and for any
consequences of submitting or posting it.
PIDF reserve the right at any time to verify the validity of entries and of contestants and to disqualify any contestant
or entry deemed not in compliance with these Official Contest Rules. PIDF also reserve the right to request further
documentation, at their sole and absolute discretion, to verify eligibility and compliance with these Official Contest
Rules.
PIDF reserve the right, at any time and in their sole discretion, to disqualify and/or deem ineligible any individual who
they reasonably believe (i) has violated the Official Contest Rules; (ii) has violated the terms of use of platform, or (iii)
is acting in a bad faith, or in an unsportsmanlike or disruptive manner, or with intent to annoy, abuse, threaten or
harass any other person.
PIDF reserve the right to modify, suspend, terminate or cancel the contest at their discretion for any reason.
Contestant agrees to indemnify and hold harmless PIDF and affiliated, officers, directors, employees, from and against
any and all claims, damages, obligations, losses, liabilities, costs or debts, and expenses (including but not limited to
attorney’s fees) arising from (i) violation of these Official Contest Rules; (ii) violation of any third party right, including
without limitation any copyright, trademark, intellectual property, privacy, publicity, or other proprietary right in
connection with the contest; or (iii) any claim that a contest submission caused any harm, including financial, to any
third party. These indemnification and hold harmless obligations will survive indefinitely beyond the conclusion of the
contest.
PIDF assume no liability or responsibility for any loss or harm resulting from any user’s participation in or attempt to
participate in the contest or ability or inability to upload, download, or otherwise access any information in
connection with participating in the contest. PIDF assume no responsibility or liability for technical problems, or
technical malfunctions arising in connection with the operation of the contest, including: hardware or software
errors; faulty computer, telephone, cable, satellite, network, electronic, wireless or Internet connectivity, or other
online communication problems; errors or limitations of any Internet service providers, servers, hosts or providers;
garbled, jumbled or faulty data transmissions; failure of any email transmissions to be sent or received; lost, late,
delayed or intercepted email transmissions; inaccessibility of the contest site in whole or in part for any reason; traffic
congestion on the Internet or the contest site; unauthorized human or non-human intervention in the operation of
the contest, including without limitation, unauthorized tampering, hacking, theft, virus, bugs, worms; or destruction
of any aspect of the contest, or loss, miscount, misdirection, inaccessibility or unavailability of an email account used
in connection with the contest.

